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It wil l be noted that whereas the datolite pseudomorphs have a lower

specific gravity than the original, the specific gravity of the apophyllite

has increased. Prehnite with the original gravity comparable to the sub-

stituted chlorite has not undergone a significant change in gravity.

X-ray powder patterns of the various pseudomorphs show dominant

lines of the original minerals indicating that the degree of chlorite sub-

stitution is certainly less than 5070. A secondary optical examination dis-

closed that some of the crystals had undergone far less alteration than

others, and although the unaltered portions were extremely minute, their

optical properties were clearly those of the original minerals herein

named. It would have been impossible to identify the substances directly

by optical means, but with other data at hand the optical inspection

proved fruitful.
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ERRORS IN POINT-COUNTER ANALYS$

M. B. Ba.vr,\, Bureau oJ Mineral Resources, Geology and'

Geophysics, Conberua.

The extension of modal analysis to sawn surfaces (Jackson & Ross,

1956;Plafker ,  1956;Emerson,  1958;Fi tch,  1959) increases in terest  in  the

effects of rock-coarseness, sample area and count length on precision. A

comment on Dr. F. Chayes' recommendations with regard to these three

factors is therefore offered.
In the course of his exhaustive study of point-counter technique,

Chayes (1949;1951; Chayes & Fairbairn, 1951) has clearly shown the

presence of two sources of variance: one lies in using a point-count as a

sample of a rock section, and the other l ies in using a rock section as a

sample of a specimen. In his most recent publication on the subject,

Chayes (1956) sets out to compare the sizes of the two variance com-

ponents but does not pursue this course to a conclusion (p.89). It is the

purpose of this note to suggest-
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1. that Chayes'data do not oblige the abandonment of the original
intention;

2. that the data do in fact make possible a comparison of the two
variance components.

chayes' analysis is founded on experimental estimates of the variance be-
tween a point-count and its parent rock specimen for twelve different
samples. The variance estimates, Vo in Chayes' notation, thus contain
the two variance components mentioned above, V countins and. V ,o"1" s@mr,tritus.
By using a fixed count length, V"o,,n5;no is maintained constant
throughout the entire analysis; moreover its size is indicated by a great
body of Chayes' earlier data. Thus the twelve estimates of Zn give by
subtraction twelve estimates of V,o"r" sanTttins. in which the effects of sam-
ple area and rock coarseness may be studied.

The stumbiing block in Chayes' analysis is the fact that two of the ex-
perimental estimates of Vo are less than the predicted value lor V"oun",,o
alone. Possibie reactions to this discovery are-

1. the formula Vo:V.ountinslVeo rtt ins may be rejected;
2. the value predicted for Vcountins from Chayes'earlier studies may be

rejected, in favour of a smaller value.
The second possibility may be sub-divided into-

2a. a" general modification of Chayes' estimate oI V 
"ouns.;nn;2b. a postulate that on account of some quality of the particular rock

from which the two anomalous results are derived, the predicted
counting error is not generated in full.

It is considered that, independently of any measurements, the des,ign ol
the test makes the first reaction unwarrantable.

Of the remaining possibil i t ies, 2b is preferred. Each of the twelve esti-
mates is based on thirty measurements, making 360 in all; but the evi-
dence supporting Chayes' prediction 1or V" is so great that it cannot be
set aside by indirect indications even from 360 measurements. It is sug-
gested alternatively that in the particular circumstances of the latest test,
the conditions of randomness on which Chayes' prediction is based may
not be fulfilled by one of the rocks. This last suggestion in only tentative
pending experimental study; by contrast, it is considered that the rejec-
tion of the first possibility given above requires no empirical support, but
is instead a necessary consequence of the experiment design.

A more constructive comment on Chayes' treatment may be made con-
cerning comparable analyses on coarse and fine rocks. It is suggested that
if IC determinations (Chayes, 1956, p. 72) show one rock to be twice as
coarse as another, then if counts of equal length are made on each, but
the point-spacing over the coarse rock is twice that over the fine one, then
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the analyses wil l have the same precision; in other words, that a wide

grid over a coarse rock behaves simply as a scaie-model of a close grid

over a fine rock. If this is so, the area sampled and the rock coarseness

need not be treated as independent factors, having separate effects on

precision, but may be combined into a single factor.

In actual fact, clotting frequently distinguishes a coarse rock from a

fine one. However study of a theoretical model and a test on Chayes' re-

sults both indicate that the divergence of coarse rocks from scale models

of fi.ne ones is not detectable within the spread of the counting and

sampling errors. Consequently, it is recommended that I/" is treated not

as a function of sample area and IC where area and IC are independent,

but as a function of a singie variant, area x IC2; for this product is con-

stant through any series of analyses which are scale models of each other,

being related to the actual number of grains in the sample.
To summarize, it is suggested that instead of comparing data with in-

dependent equations Vr:J(A) andVn:f(IC), and considering the influ-

ence of count length separately, all the factors may be included in a

single relation-

Vp : V" f Iz" : /(count leneth) t/(A. IC')

Further, accepting Chayes' f inding that except in the anomalous case

mentioned, V" may be equated to p(l-p)/n, (p:proportion of mineral

in rock; n:count length), it can be suggested from theory and verif ied

from Chayes' data that the function/(A.IC') is of the form &.(A'IC2)-1;
for  A in  mm.2,  these data g ive f t :4 .5SX106.  (Bayly,  1960)
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